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Modern geography is concerned with thc proccsscs and 
patterns of  the spatial or territorial organization o f  different 
physical and human features on thc earth surface. Whcn thc 
study is about a particular typc of feature c.g. inselbergs. 
landuse types or social service ccntrcs thc geographcr's 
interest is in the location 01' the elements of thc distribution 
with respect to each other callcd thc spatial structure of thc 
feature or  phenomeno (Atlcr et. al. 1971, p. 60). 

One of the human features of interest to geographers is 
the  system of territorial units into which the earth has been 
divided. Political geography is that branch of the geographi- 
cal discipline which conccrns itself with the study of thc 
processes of establishment and thc patterns or  the spatial 
structure of the system of territorial units. Thc objectivc of 
the field is to understand the reasons for the particular and 
peculiar limits o f  territorial units and the factors aiding the 
continued existence of each one whcthcr economic, socio- 
logical, or political. In short, the principal objective of poli- 
tical geography can be regarded as the study of the evolution 
and cohesion of territorial units. Sincc the most easily 
recognisable territorial units are the political units political 
geographers have focussed attention on politically organiscd 
areas such as independent states and their sub-divisions into 
major and minor administrative units. By studying the 
evolution and cohesion of cxisting political units political 
geographers are able to  identify the principles and factors 
governing the territorial organization of society. Conse- 
quently, thcy are in a position to give advice on the creation 
or  establishment of  new territorial or political units. The 
role of political geographers in this respect has been noted 
by Hartshome (1950, p. 129): 



If plans are being made for the construction o f  an enti- 
rely new state area, or  for major territorial a l t e r a t i o ~  
in an existing one, one is forced to attempt some predi- 
ction of the capacity of such prc)jected organization to 
function effectively as a unit. Political geographers 
will be able to claim superior compctencc in attempting 
predictions in such cases only i f  they have established 
a high degree of  understanding of the reasons why 
present or past statc-areas have or  have not  functioned 
effectively. 

Apart from studies of the evolution and cohesion of  
existing political units political geographers have also exa- 
mined the mutual effects between environmental factors 
and political decision. Thus some scholars in the field have 
examined environmental facton affecting the international 
stature of political units whilst others have studied the 
physical and social factors affecting voting patterns at elec- 
tions to legislative houses at both local, state o r  national 
levels (Kish, 1953, hlcPhail, 1971, Johnston, 1977). The 
effect of governmental policies in creating area differen- 
tiation in particular featukes has also been of interest to some 
political geographers (Prescott 1974). However, it appears 
t ~ )  me that the studies in environmental and political inter- 
action do  not usually lead to the general field of geography 
and they have not produced any principles necessary for 
understanding the processes and patterns of territorial 
organization of society. Indeed, the views once expressed 
by Prescott (1959) about electoral geography can be gene- 
ralised for all studies of  environmental and political inter- 
actions: "in all these studies geography (i.e. environmen- 
tal factors) is used to explain electoral patterns, the flow 
of ideas is always away from geography and their logical 
continuation would seem to be in the fields oT social and 
political science. There is little evidence of a return flow 
of explanatory 0' Stimulating ideas which will help in the 

study o f  the state's geography". The point hcre is that 
studies in political geography should generate somc ideas 
and principles relevant to some of  the othcr branchcs o f  
the geographical discipline. 

These brief comments on the objectives of political 
,geography provide the back,ground against which to view this 
inaugural lecture of the chair o f  political gcoq-aphy in thc 
University o f  Ife. In choosing thc topic So~iu i  Cottridera-I 
tion in Political Territorial Organization o f  Society, 1 intend 
to highlight the general principles derived from studies of 
the evolution, organisation and cohesion o f  political units 
and discuss thcir applicability to the solution of relevant 
,problems in this country. To this end the rest o f  thc lecture 
is divided into five parts, namcly : 

(i) Basic Units for political tcrritorid organization. 

(ii) Social considerations in the mcrgcr (I  I' the basic 
units. 

(iii) Social considerations encouraging separation 
from established political units. 

(iv) Social considerations in the dclimitation of the 
boundaries of political units. 

(v) Relevance to Nigeria. 

I. BASIC UNITS FOR POLITICAL TERRITO- 
RIAL ORGANIZATION 

Three attributes are common to all political units: a 
territory, population, and a government responsible for legis- 
lation and law enforcement. The first two of these are 
important for the territorial structure of political units: 
In particular, there must be some people claiming a terri- 
tory which they want to have constituted into a separate 
political unit. In view of this, the main point in considering 



basic ~ ~ n i r s  political territorial organization is the rele- 
vant unit which has cxclusivc claim to territory. In 
this rcg:wct following non-political territorial units might 
be consiclcrcd: intlivid~~als, communities, and nations 
0' language units. 

All over the world individuals lay exclusive claim to 
territories. 'The arcs claimed by a person is usually that in 
which hc has some intcrcst based on the fact that it contains 
something consitlcrcd valual)lc by thc individual (Helm, 
1965). Thc particulal- thing or lcaturc on the territory is 
one which the claimant cannot, or does not wish, to move or 
rclocatc to anothcr territory. Among I'caturcs in this cate- 
yory arc: 

(i) abodc or rcsidencc whcrc the person stays at 
night and whcrc thc wcak or sick associates 
of' the individual spcnd most of their time; 

(ii) sites for scarcc resources such as plants, crops, 
and mincrals on which the claimant depends 
for rood or csscntial tools; 

(iii j watcr points or streams on which the claimant 
depcnds for household water supply, or for 
water for animals and plants, or in some cases, 
for water-based resources (e.g. fishes); 

(iv) graves of dcparted associates - relatives, friends 
ctc ; 

I 

(4 worshipping centres or othel; points of reli- 
,+us significance due to the presence there of 
symbols of religious importance. 

The implication of the foregoing is that individuals lay 
exclusive claim to territory in order to protect their interests 
in the natural Or ~elf-made resources in particular areas. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c n t l y ,  a PerSon who establishes exclusive claims over 
a territory rescrvcs the right to evict any other person who 

may damage the objects of his interest in the area (Bishop, 
19 70). 

Although an individual may lay exclusive claims to 
some areas it is rccognised that, all over the world, there 
x e  some territories set asidc for the joint use of a number of 
.people. within a given locality. Furthermore, in some parts 
of the world, the individual is thought to have only rights of .  
use whilst the rights of disposal are reserved to the larger 
group to which he belongs. For these reasons it is not 
usual to make individual territorial units the basis of poli- 
tical territorial organization even though it may be nece- 
ssary to respect such units in the delimitation and der-o- 
rcation of the boundaries of political units. 

Apart from individuals. exclusive claim to territory 
may also be made by groups of people living within parti- 
cular localities (Williams, 1968). In each locality where 
such claims are made there would be some areas which are 
used together by all members of the group e.g., water- 
points, religious sites, hunting or grazing grounds (Gulliver, 
1971). Such areas or features would be jointly owned and 
protected by all members of the group who would restrict 
access to members. However, where there is no joint use 
individual members would lay exclusive claim and restrict 
acces by other people including those from within the same 
community. This latter category of private exclusiveness 
includes all territorial claims to land for abode, farming, 
the gathering of scarce natural resources such as fruit, roots, 
(minerals etc. and in some cases certain types of game. 

In cases of territorial claims by individual members 
the group has the responsibility of protecting the interests 
of all its members. Where the areas claimed by all the mem- 
bers are not contiguous the groups would protect all the 
intervening territories provided no other recognised groups 
have rights over them. Such territories would be availa- 



ble for the future expansion the members or  for a h -  
cation to new members by the lcadcrs of the gro~lp. 

Since the group has responsibility for defending its 
.members it also regulate their behaviour with outsiders 
and settles disputes arising from it. T , : , ~  ;~esolution of boun- 
dary problems and the consequent determination of 
the limits of the territory are the responsibilties o f  the 
group. The type of relationship involved is well summa- 
rised by the following views of Elias and Woyd: 

... the real unit of land-holding is the family; and 

... the ascription of ownership o f  land to the com- 
munity or the village is only accurate if viewed as a 
social aggregate" (Elias, 1953, p. 91). 

The community retains reversionary rights over all 
the land o f  its members which becomes abandoned 
for lack of  heirs. With land held by descent groups 
reversion is conceivable only if the whole group 
becomes extinct, or, as in the past was more likely, 
.was driven from the town for rebellion" (Lloyd, 
1962, p. 66). 
- - 

The boundaries of the kingdom were the oba's boun- 
daries and any dispute over thcrn lay between the two 
obas concerned and not between neigMouring subor- 
dinate towns of each kingdom" (Lloyd, 1962, p. 49). 

Apart from common ownership of a territory, mem- 
bers of a group would have a focal point which serves as 
their headquarters where they meet and interact socially, 
economically and - For these reasons the mem- 
bers always desire to promote the development of their 
focal point. To this end they contribute to  the develop- 
ment of facilities like educational, medical and religious 
institutions there. A VouP People like that described 
above having cokrnon ownership rights in some territories, 
common traditdns and to the same leadership 

can be described as a primary community (Adejuyigbe, 
1978 (a) p. 181). 

Members of a primary community prefer that the 
entire community should be administered together. The 
leaders of the community urge a single administration 
because division of the territory would mean loss of terri- 
tory to them and a reduction in their areas of influence. 
The ordinary citizens want a single administration because 
separation from the community focal point would lead to 
their being forced to  owe allegianck to  another 'community 
whilst losing touch with the leaders of their unit. In either 
case there is a desire to protect interests in the developments 
and other benefits in all parts of the community's territory. 
These attitudes are well reflected by the views of Ikorodu 
community in support of their deinand that they all be 
grouped together under one administration: 

This demand ... would bring about the rectification of 
a situation whereby taxes paid by people in one area 
is used for the welfare of yet another people in a 
different area. Furthermore, it would bring about 
not only -the recovery of land and property belong- 
ing to Ikorodu people but now l$ing outside, and 
keeping'them with the rightful owners, but also the 
recovery of  the integral part of Ikorodu which 
forms parts of its economic resources (B A C, 1976, 
11, p. 9). 

The implication of the above discussion is that the 
primary community needs to be taken into account in 
political territorial organization of a society. 

Another type of non-political territorial unit is the 
ethnic nation comprising people and primary communi- 
ties which speak mutually intelligible dialects or a common 
language. Usually, the members of an ethnic nation live 
in contiguous tenitory and share many cultural attributes. 



For-this reason it is sometimes considered that ethnic na- 
tions are appropriate basic units for political territorial 
org'l"ization. For example, thcrc havc been suggestions 
that the constituent states of the Nigerian Federation should 
be based on ethnic nations (AWO~OWO, 1966 pp. 89 - 105; 
Adejuyigbe 1967 & 1968). Outside Nigeria ethnic nations, 
or language units have been the bases of political organiza- 
tion in such places as India, U.S.S.R., and Canada. 

While ethnic nations have been the bases of political 
organization in some countries it is also to be realised that 
there are many ethnic nations or language units split between 
two or more political units. For example the Germans, 
French and Arabs are found in many political units. In 
Nigeria the Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba and Nupe are found in many. 
states. The important point here is that there are no dema- 
nds or suggestions for the merger o f  the different units into 
one political unit. Indeed, on the contrary, the tendency in 
Nigeria is to ask for the further subdivision of some of the 
units. When demands for further subdivisions are made the 
assumption appears to be that the exercise would lead to the 
.grouping together of those primary communities which' 
share some other common characteristics beside. language. 
.This suggests that ethnic nations are not universally accep- 
ted as the basic units to be grouped together in the terri- 
torial organization of'society. 

The discussion so far shows that all-three units consi- 
dered, individuals, communities, and ethnic nations, are 
important in political territorial organization. However, 
as previously explained, individual territorial units are not 
normally adopted as basic units for the organization of 
political units and ethnic nations are not universally accept- 
able. In other words only primary communities are gene- 
rally adopted as basic units in political territorial organiza- 
tion. This is to say that primary communities can be grouped 
together on the basis of common characteristics to 

form large or higher order political units. At the lowcr 
levels, as far as ~oss ible ,  a prima). community should be in 
one political unit and should not be split betwrcn two or  
more political territories. 

11. SOCIAL CONSIDERATION IN THE MERGER OF 
THE BASIC U'NITS TO ESTABLISH POLITICAL 
UNITS 

Political units may either evolve as a result of local 
development and policies or the demands of the population 
.within an area, or alternatively, they may be created by 
people who are foreign to the area at the time of the esta- 
blishment. Therefore, going by their origin two types of 
political units may be recognised: the evolvedpolitical 
unit and the Created Political Unit. The main difference 
between the evolved and the created political unit is the 
consideration given to the primary communities in the 
establishment .of the former whereas such community con- 
sideration may be absent in the case of the latter. 

Evolved political units may be sovereign states or 
intra-state subdivisions. In the latter case, the authority 
for the formal establishment may be vested in the Govern- 
ment but the.demands for such units would start from wi- 
thin the communities in the various sections of the state. 
The created political units may also be sovereign states or 
intra-state subdivisions. Where they are intra-state units 
the subdivisions would be made by the Government on the 
basis of criteria and factors laid down by it. The units 
emerging from such creation may not reflect.loca1 feelings. 
Jndeed, it is not unusual for some communities to the arbi- 
trarily split between two or more units or for'some incom- 
patible elements to be grouped together. There is also the 
possibility that the communities which constitute a created 
political unit (at both national or sub-national levels) may 



lack a common focal point or some common values or 
institutions which will constitute rallying points for them. 

Establishment of Evoliled Political I!?zits: As already ex-,  
plained, evolved political units are di~tin~guished by the 
consideration given to the primary communities. This is 
because such units owe their origin to local movements, 
demands and policies. The considerations in their evolution 
are therefore those which encourage communities to come 
together to form political units and the factors which influ- 
ence the selection of communities which they would join. 

The social considerations which encourase commu- 
nities to seek political co-operation with others may be 
listed as economic, cultural, security and political. Economic 
considerations may induce communities to seek political 
co-operation with others they would join to form a politi-. 
cal unit be it at the sovereign state level or  at intra-state 
level. The economic consideFations may be one of two, 
types. Where some essential resources are lacking, prefe- 
rence would be for a co-operation with neighbouring co- 
mmunity with those resources. Usually such relationships 
start as purely commercial interactions but if the unit with 
the resources refuses to co-operate force may be used. As 
a result of  such force, some communities may seek co- 
operation with others at the same or similar levels of econo- 
mic development. This is particularly the case where an 
existing unit has a far more developed sectyon and the less 
developed areas wish to separate to constitute a separate 
politicaJ unit. For example demands for a Middle Belt 
State in Nigeria in the 1950's were justified partly on the 
grounds that the areas to be in it were less economically 
developed than the rest of the then Northern Region (Ade- 
juyigbe, 1967). 

Cultural considerations may induce co-operation bet-. 
ween communities which may later join to form a separate 

political unit. This is more so where there are other cultures 
competing with that cherished by the communities. Such 
cultural considerations may be a common language which 
the communities want to develop or . a -  common religious 
outlook which they want to preserve. Religious considera- 
tions- were particularly important in the evolution of Ireland 
(Alexander, 1957, pp. 119 - 120) whilst language conside- 
rations were important in the evolution of other states in 
Europe, particularly those established from the defunct 
Austro-Hungarian Empire after World War I (Fitzgerald 
1945, pp. 11 7 - 119) & 129 - 138). Religious and language 
considerations have been important in political territorial 
organization of the Indian sub-continent since the late 
1940's (Alexander, 1957, pp. 364 - 375). 

Inability to resist a real or potential enemy may induce 
communities to come together to form a political unit 
which would  , perform specific functions particularly as 
regards external relations and defence whilst individual 
units conduct their own internal affairs. The best documen- 
ted example of this is Switzerland which was formed by 
communities around Lake Lucerne in the Alps in the thir- 
teenth and fourteenth centuries (East, 1950, p. 248). 

Political considerations can b e  strong inducements to 
some communities to come together to establish a political 
unit.  For example, the desire to increase the international 
stature of each of the units may force them to come toge- 
ther. On the other hand the desire by a unit to have greater 
military influence may encourage it to seek association 
with others. Thus many communities in erstwhile colonial 
countries agree to stay together for political reasons. For 
example, it has been suggsted that the different communi- 
ties in Nigeria agreed to stay together because it was the only 
means of .  ensuring independence from Britain and also 
because such a policy would increase the international 
stature bf the units and allow for desired internal changes 





units. However, there could be demands by communities 
in existing political units for separation and constitution 
of their home areas into new states or local government 
areas. The social considerations giving rise to such demands 
may be identified as follows: economic neglect; social neg- 
lect; cultural domination; and political domination. 

Natural resource endowments varies from one area to 
another with the result in fairly large political units there 
may be marked difference in the distributions of minerals, 
environmental factors favourable to high-value agricultural 
products, manufacturing and so on. The marked differen- 
ces may be reflected in the  economic resources available 
to  people in different communities. This will lead to comp- 
laints particularly where the Government has encouraged 
the development of the high-value products e.g. exploitation 
of minerals or cultivation of particular crops. Notwith- 
standing the fact that Government policies may be justified 
there may be complaints by the less endowed communi- 
ties that their Sack of development is due to indifference 
on the part of the Government. Such complaints could 
lead to demands for separation particularly where the 
Government is dominated by people from the better deve- 
loped areas. 

Complaints of economic neglect and the subsequent 
demands for separation from the old Regions of Nigeria 
are among the best examples of this situation. In the then 
Northern Region the Hausa - Fulani are% were more pro- 
ductive of the high-value agricultural products,[Grouncl~~uts, 
livestock and cotton) on which the Regional Government 
depended for most of its revenue. The Government encou- 
raged the improvement of such crops. The Middle-Belt 
area which did not produce those products complained and 
asked for separate existence. Similarly in the old Western 
Region, cocoa, the high-value agricultural product of the 
Region, was produced almost exclusively in the homeland 

of the Yoruba who were dominant in the Regional Govern- - 
ment. That Government encouraged the cultivation of 
cocoa. Communities in Benin and Delta Provinces which did 
not produce cocoa complained of economic neglect and 
demanded separation from the Region (Adejuyigbe, 1967). 

Another type of complaint which gives rise to demands 
for new units concerns the distribution of  revenue ahd oppor- 
tunities among different hierarchies of political units in the 
same sovereign state. In situation where a higher level of 
Government gives grants to lower levels partly on the prin- 
ciple of equality of the different units the more populous 
ones will receive less grants per head of their population 
than the smaller ones. For example, in the 1976-77 finan- 
cial year part of the Federal grant to each of the 19 states 
was based on equality of states with each one receiving 
N2,631,000.00. The share per head of population varied 
from 45 kobo in Kano State to more than two naira in 
Niger State (Table 1). Thus the share per head in Niger 
State was nearly five times that in Kano State and more than 
four times that in Oyo State. This situation is often un- 
acceptable to many in the larger units even though such 
people may agree with the principle of distribution. Con- 
sequently, the solution sometimes suggested is that the 
larger units should also be sub-divided. For example, some of 
the people who, between 1967' and 1976, urged that the 
.arger of the 12 states in Nigeria should be split into many 
lnits did so for this reason. Typical of their view was that 
3f Akinyede (1970) who stated that "the disparity and 
injustice which occurs in every instance in which states 
are given parity of treatment, e.g. in the award of social 
and economic amenities and benefits, by the Federal Govern- 

, . 
ment will be reduced if the big or vast states are broken 
up". 



TABLE I: NIGERIA: STATE SHARE OF THE DISTRIBUTABLE 
POOL ON EQUALITY BASIS 1976-77 EXPRESSED PER CAPITA 

Population 
1963 Share Share 

Statt (!OOO) (N 000) Per Capital (N) - 
1. Kano 5,775 2,631. 0.45 
2. OYO 5,209 2,631, 0.50 
3. Sokoto 4,539 2,631. 0.57 
4. Kaduna 4,098 2.631. 0.64 
5. Imo 3,707 2.631 0.71 
6. Anambra 3,571 2.631 0.74 
7. Cross River 3,534 2.631 1.74 
8. Bomo 2.952 2.631 1.89 
9. Ondo 2.728 2.63 1 1.96 
10. Congola 2,651 2.631 1.99 
11. Bendel 2,533 2.631 1.04 
12. Bauchi 2,431 2.631 1.08 
13. Benue 2,427 2.631 1.08 
14. Plateau 2,017 2,631. 1.30 
15. Kwara 1,714 2.631. 1.54 
16. Rivers 1,585 2.631. 1.64 
17. Ogun 1,551 2.631. 1.70 
18. Lagos 1,444 2.631. 1.82 
19. Niger 1,195 2.631. !.20 
- 

complaints about the distribution of social amenities 
like educational and health institutions, water supply and 
road improvement have sometimes led to demands for 
separate political units particularly at the Local'Govern- 
ment level. The pattern of distribution about which people 
complain might be due to normal sequential development 
whereby the provision of certain facilities have t o  start 

somewhere and progress to other areas. Rioreovcr, therc is 
the general pattern whereby some facilities arc located in 
central places in order to make thcm accessible to all the 
areas they are to serve. Over a period these policies may 
mean that certain high order facilities like secondary schools, 
hospitals, electricity and pipe-borne water arc concentrated 
in only few places, usually the a d m i n i s t i h e  headquarters. 
The areas which lack the facilities may complain and demand 
separate political units. This is well illustrated by the de- 
mands for maintaining separate Local Government units in 
the former Western State in 197 1. For example, the people 
of Eruwa were of the view that records showed that "during 
the time of the defunct Ibarapa District Council, there was 
no peaceful agreement between Eruwa and Igboora and 
this continued until the Ibarapa East Provisional Authority 
was created. There were now tremendous improvements 
in medical, health, works and road projects including market 
constructions and financial administration" (Nigeria, Western 
State, 1971 p. 108.). 

There may be marked cultural differences among the 
communities in a political unit. The effect of this on de- 
mands for separation will depend on the size of the dominant 
culture as well as the sizes and distribution around the do-  
minant one of the other cultural groups in the unit. The 
possible situation may be stated as follows: (Fig. 1 )  

Where there are two or  more communities but 
one of them is dominant whilst none of the others 
is large enough to  stand on its c-- ) WII .  

. . 
.-.*.ar - Where u l c ~ c  iur; rllall y L u l l l r l l u l l l r l r ; ~  "f which "..-. 

is dominant whilst one or more of the others is 
also large enough to constitute a separate poli- 
tical unit. - 

17 



(3) Where there are many communities of which none 
is dominant but there are some which can stand 
on their own. 

(4) Where there are many communities of which none 
is-able to stand on its own. 
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ds to be considered in two ways. 
Fir scattered round the dominant one 
suc it is difficult for them to come together; and 
sec ere the others are contiguously located. In the 
first slruarion each of the others may be satisfied with being 
absorbed into the main community. In the second situa- 
tion the small ones may jointly demand separation from the 
dominant one. In such a case they may demand to be cons-. 
tituted into a separate independent political unit e 
commonly that the existing unit be turned to a FI n 
in which they would jointly form the constituent units. 
In the case of intrastate units the dissatisfied communities 
may jointly demand separation to form an independent 
sub-national unit. 

In the second and third situation, each of the large 
ones may demand constitution into a separate unit whilst 
the smaller ones will have to choose which of the units 
thus created they would join. 

In the fourth situation, two possibili 
mined. First, where a grouping of some I ullllllulll- 

ties would produce a unit which can s t a d  on its own, and 
second, where only by all the communities staying together 
can there be a political unit which can stand on its own. 
In the first situation there will be a tendency for the units 
which can be grouped together to coaperate in the affairs 
of the political unit. If their co-operation does not yield 
rest sfactory to them they may join to demand a 

seP nit. Their co-operation may yield unsatisfac- 
tory results because other units formed by coaperating 
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'communities may have greater influence in the al'rairs ol' 
the political unit concerned. 

Complaints of political neglect can givc rise to de- 
mands for separation from existing political units. Such - .  

complaints may be on the grounds that thc political itleas 
and wishes of the complainants are not reAisecl rluc to the 
influence and actions of other groups or that it is dif'i'i- . - 

cult for members of the complaining group to assume posi- 
tions of leadership within the existing structure. The com- 
plaints of domination of the South by thc North in Nige- 
ria belong to the two categories. For csaniplc, there was 
a general feeling that the Federal Government pays too 
much attention to the wishes of the North on important 
matters where the entire South or parts of it hold cont- 
rary views. e past this feeling was reflected in the 
views on th and 1973 censuses, the indegent students' 
scheme anb LIIL Lieation o f  the Middle Belt State. More 
recently the same feeling has been expressed by some people 
as regards the number of states created from the North and 
the South. After examining some of these complaints in 
1973 the conclusion reached was that " ... available informa- 
tion does not support the view that Nigeria's Federal Govern- 
ment was unduly influenced by the Northern Region be- 

.cause of  its great size and population". kdeiuyighc 
p. 171). 

The point about complaints, however, is nor tneir 
validity but the belief of t h o ~ e  making th;m. Hence in the 
case of Nigeria the general belief of Northern domination 
led many Southerners to suggest that the North should be 
subdivided (Nigeria, 1966). These demands were among 
the reasons for the re-organizations of states in 1967 and 
1976. It is to be noted, though, that, as observed in an 
appraisal of the 19 - states, "the creation of the 19 states 
has not removed the alleged domination by the North, 
rather it has increased it" (Adejuyigbe 1979(a) p. 2-04). 

Although complaints of political, neglect at other levels 
may.not be similarly valid they still influenced demands for 
separation from existing political units (Adejuyigbe, 19 68). 

N .  SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DELIMITA. 
TION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF POLITICAL UNITS 

The establishment of political units as discussed above 
concerns mainly tlieir general composition rather than the 
specific location o f  their boundaries. Yet it is only after 
the boundaries have been settled that the territory of the 
political unit is properly and finally established. The aim 
in this section is to examine the considerations in the deli- 
neation of the boundaries of political units. 

Although political geographers recognise different 
types of  boundary problems (Prescott, 1965 p. 109; Ade- 
juyigbe 1975 pp. 69 - 70) the basic social considerations 
in boundary delimitation concern (a) the recognition of 
the rightful owners of a territory and whether the area 
should be separated from their political unit; and (b) the 
identification of a community and whether any part of it 
should be separated from the main body because of terri- 
torial ow~lership adoptia asily recognisable 
features as bounda 

The exact limits ot the terntory claimed by a com- 
mi 1 on thc is of occupation. 
Su > z e d  o or current posse- 
ssivllJ. LJualy,  he first person UL ~ ~ , ~ ' l l n u n i t y  to occupy 
a territory lays claim to it. However, there may be dis- 
agreement on the first occupants of a territory. This is 
partly due to the fact that there is no agreement on the 
type of use which constitutes territorial occupation. For 
example. territorial claimsylave been made on the fact that 
the person/community concerned used the area as: (a) 
hunting grounds at some time in the past; (b) stopping 
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'place during migration to other areas; (c) base at a time 
in the past but which was later deserted either voluntarily 
or during a war; (d) agriculture and residence. 

Problems arise when there is some difference between 
the earlier and the present occupants. Usually the present 
occupants would insist that they did not meet anyone in 
the territory and that they were the first occupants. The 
resolution of such problems needs to take account of the 
definition of occupation. According to Nigerian courts, 
occupation can only be justified if the claimant had sett- 
lement, crops or other practical evidence of staying there 
or using an area. For example, in one case a High Court 
Judge (Odumosu, 1970), observed and adjudged as follows: 

There is in fact no evidence that the plaintiff or his 
people occupied the land in dispute, and the only 
evidence of use is that of some Emure hunters hunting 
on the land. "...there is, on the other hand, abun- 
dant evidence of occupation by the Supare people. 
The plaintiff does not dispute the fact that Supare 
people and their tenants have their farms all over 
the land in dispute, that on these farms are cocoa 
trees, kolanut trees and palm trees, and that the de- 
fendants have churches and schools on the land ... 
The plaintiff (Emure) ... has failed to prove exlusive 
possession; and his attempts to prove exercise of ri- 
ghts of ownership have met with failure. .. On the 
other hand the defendant (i.e. Suparb) has lel 
dant evidence in proof of his, community's 1 

occupation of the land, of exclusive possessio~~ VL I t ,  

the exercise of rights of b\wnership. and bf 
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:ver, the courts do not appear to have any defi- 
nite opinion on the length of time allowed a person or  
community who has vacated a plot before he can lose his 
rights. Therefore, people can lay claims to territory effec- 
tively utilised for only a short time and then abandoned 
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of somc 
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claims 

for a long period thereafter. For example, people had 
laid claims to places where they stopped to. take care of 
sick companions in the course of their journeys to distant 
places (See Adejuyigbe, 1975 pp 33 - 38). 

Another problem concerns the identification of the 
members of a community. The common view is that the 
members of a community consist of all the founders and 
their descendants, tenants and adopted members. A corn- 
munity may therefore lay claim to a territory on any of the 
following grounds: (a) that the occupant is a direct des- 
cendant zone from the claimant community; (b) 
the occu~  s tenant or adopted member. 

The may be challenged by people within the 
affected area or by outsiders. People within the area being 
claimed may accept their ancestry in the community but 
point out that they had changed because of developments 
which may be internal conflict within the community or 
allegiance developed as a result of disturbance caused by 
attacks by outside forces. Another community may also 
challenge the claims on the grounds that the first occupant 
owed allegiance to them either because he was adopted by 
them or he was a tenant given permission to settle in the 
area by the disputant community. 

Problems may also arise where th ants of an 
area have dual loyality to two commun-.--,. -'his usually 
c in areas affected by war. There are two possibili- 
t 'irst the control of an entire settlement may change 
from, one. community to another. The first community 
may insist on regaining control of the lost settlement and 
receive the suppoi-t of the precrisis population. The second 
possibilit.y is that the conquering community might have 
established a base there through its own members who 
settled in it. The latter group would retain their loyality 
to the conquering community and oppose merger with the 
original group. Dual loyality may also exist where members 
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Fig. 3 Conflicbt between the Principles of Affinity and Territoriality 
(After Adejuyigbe 1978 (b), p. 212) 

ever, there is also the fact that the most persistent demands 
for boundary adjustments between political units are those 
aimed at uniting cultural units which have been di;ided 
between two or more political units. In view of this it 
can be suggested that once the limits of a community's 
territory have been identified it sl : allowed to exer- 
cise administrative control over it ctive of the fact 
that its neighbours might be occupying sections of it. 
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.mplication of the foregoing discussions is tharin 
or1 minimise conflicts within and between political 
unlra ar vlvhatever level in Nigeria their composition and 
boundaries should reflect the principles highlighte . . 
These principles may be summarised as follows : 

1. Every primary community must be identified alu 

grouped together in one political unit. This implies 
that the people and their territory must be grouped 
together in the same administration. 

2. In merglng various primary communities to form Loc 
Government units and States only those who sha 
common characteristics should be grouped together. 
Conflicts as to the distribution of amenities and eco- 
nomic development usually tend to be aligned with 
cultural differences. :fore, CI iifferences 
should be minimised olitical u 

posit 
mmu 
h~ in 

Therc 
in any pc 
, . l A  ..-- 1 - 3. In order to avoid C U L U I ~  dominatio~r ~ I U  the resul- 

tant complaints and demands for new units the com- 
position of units with many primary communities or 
cultural groups should be such that no one is in a 

ion to dominate the other. Also no large co- 
nit): or groups of related camunit ies  should 

,-. .-, a unit where it is a minority because if this hap- 



pens the people concerncd might demand separation 
and thc constitution of thcir areas into separate units 
at thc appropriate lcvcl. 

4. The principle of territoriality should bc l'olloweti in 
the delimitation of the boundarics or political units. 
According to this principlc a piece of territory shoultl 
be grouped in the samc; I?olitical units as its idcnti- 
ficd traditional owncr- thc Land Use llccrce not~vith- 
standing. 

5. In determining the community with traditional' rights 
over a piecc of territory the principlc o f  first effective 
occupant should be followed. IIowcver, Government 
should pass necessary legislation defining clcarly the 
type of usc to bc established for cl'fective occupation 
to be proved. Furthermore, there should be legis- 
lation on the length of period for which a territory 
can be left unused before the claimant loses claims 
to it. Such legislation should det'inc clearly thc cir- 
cumstances in which a piece of territory can be regar- 
ded as unused. 

The application of these principles would lead to the 
solution of the problems being encountered with political' 
territorial organization in Nigeria. Hitherto, political tcrri- 
torial organization had been carried out without adequate 
account being taken of the social considerations and the! 
need to meet desired societal objective: for the establish- 
ment of political units. 

The lack of clearly-stated, and generally accepted 
principles for the establishment of different types of poli- 
tical units in this country has given room for suggestions 
for the adoption. of colonial administrative units for 
present day purposes (Enahoro, 1974; Rufai 1977; Adama, 
1980; Definone, 1980; Iheanecho 1980; Obasaju, 1980; & 

Ugwu, 1980). Those making such suggestions overlook the. 
fact that colonial units such as Divisions and Provinces 
were not legislative units. Rather they were supervisory 
areas under different levels of colonial political officers. 
For example, Provinces were the supervisory areas under 
residents. The Provinces were constituted by grouping to- 
gether the traditional political units or Natiy~e Authority 
a r m  as they were then called. The Native Authority 
areas in a Province were determined on the basis of ac- 
cessibility to the Provincial headquarters which was the 
base for the Resident. The Native Authority .areas in a 
Province may be further grouped into Divisions under 
political officers responsible to the Resident. In other 
words, the unit of political territorial organization was t!-- 
Native Authority Area which had at its core a prima 
community. Alterations in Provincial structure usual 
affected the transfer of entire Native Authorities rathcr 
than sections of them. 

The point to  note from the above short account of 
Province is that they were created to  perform specific su- 
pervisory functions. They were not legislative units. They 
were not regarded as territorially inviolable as they were re- 
organized many times. It is necessary to emphasize this in 
these days when many knowledgeable Nkerians suggest 
that the Provinces should be the basis for state organization 
in present day Nigeria. States will perfory functions dif- 
ferent from Provinces. What is msre,'those who make such 
suggestions will have to indicate which' set of Provinces they 
want-1926, 1946, 1954, 1956, or 1960 and justify their 
choices. 

The inappropriateness of Provinces per se as basic units 
for major territorial organization or the consti- 
tuent states in Nigeria should be clear from the demands 
for separation from the present states which are based 
largely on the old Provinces (Xi:;. 4). For example, the 



Ijo in Delta Province have demanded transfer from 
State to Rivers State ( B A C, 1976 11, 44 - 48). ~ 1 , ~  
speaking peoples in both Benin and Dclta Provinces 
asking for a separate state of their own (EbiLpci, lgBO;  
Nnadi, 1980 & Osadebay, 1980). Somc sections of ~i~~~~ 
Province, now Rivers State, Want to  bc constituted into a 
separate Port Harcourt State (Igiri, 1980, Lawson, 1980). 
Parts of the old Calabar Province desire to join sections o f  

old Ogoja Province 'to separate from the present Cross River 
State and leave the remaining areas or old Calabar Pro- 
vince as another State (New Nigerian, 1980). It has evcn 
been suggested that the Ekiti Area of old Ondo Province, 
should be constituted into a separate State distinct from the 
present Ondo State (Alabi, 1980). These examples (Fig. 5 ) ,  
which are not exhaustive show quite clearly that there is no 
strong attachment to  the Provinces perse .  The units to 
which people are strongly attached are smaller than the 
Provinces. Such units are the primary communities dis- 
cussed in the earlier parts of this lecture. 

The almost total disregard of primary communities 
in the creation of the present nineteen states partly exp- 
lains the current series of demands for new states in the 
country. The set of criteria adopted for the creation of 
the states were as follows (Nigeria, 1975, p. 39): 

(1) That no one state should be in a position to domi- 
nate or control the central government 

(2) Each state should form one compact geogra- 
phical area 

(3) Administrative convenience, the facts of history 
and the wishes of the people 

(4) Each state must be in a position to discharge 
effectively the functions allocated to Regional 
Government 

(5) The need to bring government nearer the people 
















